
The Cinema Odyssey of Kindness 2009 

Film “Before Flying Back to the Earth” by Arūnas Matelis 
 

Studio “Nominum”, settled in Lithuania, is developing a charitable project “The 
Cinema Odyssey of Kindness 2009” (“Kino Gerumo Odisėja 2009“). The aim of this 
project is to inspire and organize charity screenings of the film “Before Flying Back to the 
Earth”, by director Arūnas Matelis, which entire purse would be donated to children sick 
with cancer.  

It’s nearly two years since “Before Flying Back to the Earth” won the “Directors 
Guild of America” award for an outstanding directorial achievement in documentary for the 
year 2006, but it wasn’t widely distributed in USA. Keeping this in mind as well as 
celebrating the Millenium of the Name of Lithuania and the capital of Lithuania, Vilnius, being 
the European Capital of Culture 2009 , we wish to bring an unusual and surprising cinematic 
experience – charitable screening of this film in the form of Cinema Odyssey of Kindness 
2009 to American viewers. We wish to create an intercultural Odyssey to show the world 
that kindness and sharing are the way. We want to encourage everyone to take one extra step 
to help those in need.  

The film to be screened, “Before Flying Back to the Earth”, indeed has an 
incredible potential to inspire to take that extra step.  

After broadcasting “Before Flying Back to the Earth” on Japanese TV more than a 
100 traditional Japanese musicians came to Lithuania and arranged a charity concert on their 
own expenses. From the purse they bought modern medical equipment for one of 
Lithuanian children hospitals. Moreover, Japanese businessman on their visit to Lithuania 
spent all night making thousands of origami birds which were given to Lithuanian children 
sick with cancer. Quoting Atsushi Makimoto, a leading specialist at the Japanese national 
cancer centre, “Lithuania has found a weapon against cancer. It is this film.”  

The biggest Lithuanian daily newspaper “Lietuvos rytas” gave the film DVD to all 
subscribers and donated generous part of its profit to another Lithuanian children hospital. 
Lithuanian children showed their own initiative and drew paintings that were given in 
present to various children hospitals all over the world. 

After the film was broadcasted on Netherlands TV we got a phone call from a 
young mom who just gave birth to her first baby. Instead of presents for her baby’s 
christening she gathered the money and donated it to the children hospital in order to help 
their patients.  

The film also had a few screenings in USA where the purse was donated to 
Lithuanian children-in-need, living in the USA. One Lithuanian girl needed a special but very 
expensive treatment in Canada, and only with a help of “Before Flying Back to the Earth” 
charity screenings she could afford it.  

And there are much more similar examples that were inspired by “Before Flying 
Back to the Earth” all over the world.  

These good will actions are even more important than any other award “Before 
Flying Back to the Earth” gained. This “a little bit more” than just a cinematographic magic 
makes this film a very unique industry phenomenon which is capable to inspire people for 
good. 


